
Recalling



What about here in Cuba? How do people 
spend their time?



Unit 4. Yesterday and Tomorrow.  

Topic: Describing past events. 



Aims:

• Recognize events in the past by means of 
pictures and exemplification to influence on 
your selection of healthy activities to do on 
your free time. 

• Identify events in the past by means of 
dialogues and a reading text.

• Express events in the past by means of oral 
exercises and pair work.





What did they do during the 
weekend?



Listen carefully and do the exercises.

Choose the correct answer according to the text:
1. The girl' s name is _________ . 
2. The girl had __________.
3. During the weekend, the man __________. 
4. The man ____________.



Listen again , then practice in pairs:





PRONUNCIATION of regular verbs

GROUP I:  When the verb ends with a voiceless 
sound (the sounds of the letters s, k, p, f, sh, ch, x), 
the final –ed is pronounced /t/. washed

GROUP II: When the verb ends with a voiced 
sound (the sounds of the letters b, g, l, m, n, r, v, z), 
the final –ed is pronounced /d/.  played

GROUP III: When the verb ends in t or d, the final –
ed is pronounced /Id/. decided



DICTATION:

Listen to the words as they are dictated. Organize them 
into the three columns according to their 
pronunciation.

        /t /         /d /    /Id /



ANSWER

        /t /
TALKED
WATCHED

        /d /
LIVED
OPENED
RECEIVED
ENJOYED
DIED
LOVED
MARRIED

   /Id /
VISITED
DECIDED
STARTED
WANTED
CREATED







Listen and say True (T), False (F) or Not Mentioned (NM) 
according to what you listen to:
1. ____The man went on vacation with the whole family. 
2. ____He stayed at the beach near San Francisco. 
3. ____He got some sunburns while fishing. 
4. ____His wife stayed away from the sunlight. 
5. ____He had a terrific time at the beach. 



Find in the audio text:
1. The man's name. 
2. How long he stayed at the beach. 
3. What made him get sunburns. 
4. The man's wife's name. 
5. One of the activities the man's wife did at the beach. 







Exercise 8. Page 34 Text book. 



Homework:

• Exercise 2 page 32 text book.
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